
GRAFTON KIOSK PROJECT REPORT
SOLAR PANELS AND PUMP INSTALLATION PRACTICALS



INTRODUCTION

Water4Ever’s water facilities (kiosks) are all powered by solar panels and its related equipment. Throughout the 
implementation process of  five water kiosks which includes a filtration and treatment system, a lot of hands were on deck 
amongst which was a cross session of mechanical, electrical and civil engineering students from Fourah Bay College. 

Initially, we had a few students who were able to make it through the theoretical and practical sessions of connecting and 
installing solar panels and pumps.

The theoretical session was handled by the CEO (John) of Water4Ever, and in the process, the model of Water4Ever was 
roughly explained (why we do what we do) along with some terminologies. For Water4Ever, the kiosk building that houses 
the filtration and treatment equipment is called a NEXUS and the kiosk which receives supply from the NEXUS is called a 
NODE. He further explains the calculation of the amount of solar power needed to fully run the equipment in the NEXUS 
(treatment center). He also elaborated on the types and functions of the components that made up the filtration and treatment 
manifold.

During the practical session, the students were opportune to have their hands on the solar panels and pump connections and 
installation. They practically joined the Water4Ever solar installation team in lowering the solar pump, connecting riser pipes 
and pump test.



•Explaining parallel and series 
connections



Practical 
Demonstrations 
of solar panels 
and pump 
connections



Solar pump connection



Fixing melting of splice kit on cable joints in other to 
prevention water from interfering with the connection



Taping splice 
kit connection 
with electrical 
tape



Downing solar pump with a tensioned rope 
to keep pump from dropping



Connecting riser pipes and union joints and 
taping solar pump connection cable to it



Solar pump test



Theoretical 
Session



Theoretical session on erecting a steel tower 



Chlorine testing and steel tower assembling



THANK YOU


